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	Book No page 1: 7
	Name: Ashley Loftis
	Theme: Artist Books
	Title: Shifting Borders
	Author: Doug Beube
	Date Published: 2014
	Publisher: Doug Beube
	Purchased: JHB Gallery Inc.
	Price: 25000
	Why price: Again, this is one of Beube's famous map pieces which he began making in 1991.  However, this one involves a lot more work than the average piece.  It is made up of many intricate layers, creating beautiful windows where one can see the map as well as man-made patterns.  Since this piece was so hard to make, it is worth more.
	description: Doug Beube
Shifting Borders, 2014
OFFERED BY JHB GALLERY INC.
$25,000

	
Shifting Borders

ARTIST:	Doug Beube (American)
CREATION YEAR:	2014
PRICE:	$25,000 Purchase 
MEDIUM:	Archival Paper, Foam, Gouache
MOVEMENT & STYLE:	Contemporary
CONDITION:	Excellent
HEIGHT:	12.5
WIDTH:	11.75 in. (30 cm)
DEPTH:	11.5 in. (29 cm)
GALLERY LOCATION:	New York, NY
REFERENCE NUMBER:	LU1122320612


Favorite Gallery favorite dealer
Hide Gallery Details+
JHB Gallery Inc.
26 Grove Street
Suite 4C
New York, NY 10014
United States
212-255-9286
Gallery Reference Number: (DB54)

Shifting Borders alludes to the political and arbitrary reorganizing of property and countries due to political parties in power and tyrannical heads of state. The confusion and reliability of knowing where boundaries begin and end are in question; maps are not definitive but an approximation. Even with GPS technologies that allow us to pinpoint a location, it’s still uncertain that the traveller will find their destination with ease.
	Fits in Collection: This piece goes well with the other Beube piece, of course, but I think it echoes more strongly with Kentridge's piece.  This piece speaks of social interactions within space, as does Kentridge's (though he focuses on South Africa specifically).  It also theoretically speaks of boundaries between families, so it relates to Porges' and Chen's pieces, as well.
	No page 2: 7
	research: This piece explores the boundaries within space, but more importantly, the boundaries below the surface level.  Though people within the same area can share a lot of features, they can also have very different cultures and experiences.  The physical layers shown on the book explores the idea that man divides itself into many different groups.
	Personal reason: I wanted this book to go along with Beube's other work, but most importantly I wanted this book because it is one of the most beautiful pieces in my collection.  The intricate work is very eye-catching and speaks for its concept very well.


